
Say hello to Nexus, a cloud-agnostic, 
blazing fast way to manage data 
across disparate sources

Nexus is the only integration-platform-as-a-service 
(IPaaS) built specifically for engineering and 
construction organizations.
  
Owners, general contractors, and subcontractors rely on 
a variety of tools to manage data and processes through 
planning, design, construction, and field operations. 
Many of these tools live in isolation leading to data 
duplication in each tool, inefficiency, and an increased 
risk of errors.

With Nexus, your organization manages end-to-end 
construction processes by integrating best-of-breed 
applications in one easy-to-use platform.

Nexus Integrates all On-Prem and 
Cloud Solutions

Eliminate the headaches of building and maintaining 
point-to-point, custom-built IT integrations to replicate 
design, operations, field, and finance data. Nexus keeps 
your organization focused on projects.

Quickly Build Tailored Work Flows

Whether you need to turn an Excel activities sheet into 
a Primavera P6 schedule for submission to the owner, 
or orchestrate a flow that will send an RFI to the owner 
from an issue raised in the field app, flows can quickly be 
created in Nexus to match your specific business needs.

INCREASE EFFICIENCY WITH THE INTEGRATION 
PLATFORM FOR ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION
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Features
• Connectors for REST, SOAP, database, and 

common file formats
• Service, data mapping, looping, conditional, and 

script steps are available 
• Add any step anywhere in the integration flow
• User-friendly data mapping
• Write JavaScript to add custom logic
• Execute integration based on schedule or through 

customized REST URL
• Send email notification on selected events (OnError, 

OnCompleted, etc.)
• Customized email notification

Benefits
• Manage all processes from one platform
• Standardize data and reporting across construction 

operations, finance, and supply chain
• Reduce development cycle time by 33%
• Easy to extend and scale
• Rapid time to value
• Low total cost of ownership (TCO)
• Ease of use for business users and technocrats

CONTACT US TODAY
Gaea’s decades of experience with construction and engineering solutions empower us to help your organization hit 
the ground running quickly and accurately. We analyze your processes and implement the features that will provide 
unprecedented flexibility and cost savings in your business operations. Email us at sales@nexus-platform.com.

NEXUS OVERVIEW


